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ON RIESZ AND WISHART DISTRIBUTIONS ASSOCIATED
WITH DECOMPOSABLE UNDIRECTED GRAPHS
STEEN A. ANDERSSON AND THOMAS KLEIN
INDIANA UNIVERSITY AND UNIVERSITA¨T AUGSBURG
Abstract. Classical Wishart distributions on the open convex cones of posi-
tive definite matrices and their fundamental features are extended to general-
ized Riesz and Wishart distributions associated with decomposable undirected
graphs using the basic theory of exponential families. The families of these
distributions are parameterized by their expectations/natural parameter and
multivariate shape parameter and have a non-trivial overlap with the gen-
eralized Wishart distributions defined in Andersson & Wojnar (2004a) and
Andersson & Wojnar (2004b). This work also extends the Wishart distribu-
tions of type I in Letac & Massam (2007) and, more importantly, presents an
alternative point of view on the latter paper.
1. Introduction.
The classical Wishart distribution arises as the distribution of the maximum like-
lihood (ML) estimator Σˆ of the unknown covariance matrix Σ ∈ PD(V ) from a
sample of N observables from a multivariate centered normal distribution on RV ,
where V is a finite set1 and PD(V ) denotes the open convex cone of V ×V positive
definite matrices. The ML estimator exists2 with probability one if and only if
N ≥ V . The distribution of the ML estimator is the classical Wishart distribu-
tion with multivariate scale 1NΣ and f ≡ N degrees of freedom. This distribution
was first derived by Wishart (1928). In the present work it is more convenient to
parameterize the Wishart distributions by their expectations and shape parameter
λ := f2 ≥ V2 . The Wishart distribution with expectation Σ and shape parameter
λ is denoted by WΣ,λ and is thus given by (1) below. In fact, definition (1) is
meaningful for any λ ∈ ]V−12 ,∞[. In the case V = 1, this extension of the range
of possible values of the shape parameter reduces to the well-known inclusion of
the family of χ2-distributions with integer degrees of freedom and positive scale
into the family of gamma distributions. Using Laplace transforms or characteristic
functions one may also define Wishart distributions for the shape parameter values
λ = V−12 ,
V−2
2 , · · · , 12 , 0. These distributions, called singular Wishart distributions,
have no density with respect to a Lebesgue measure, are concentrated on certain
sets of positive semidefinite V × V matrices of rank less than V , and are beyond
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the scope of this paper, cf. Casalis & Letac (1996), Letac & Massam (1998), and
their references.
The family of classical Wishart distributions on the sample space PD(V ) with
fixed shape parameter λ ∈ ]V−12 ,∞[ constitutes a statistical model1 in its own
right, (
WΣ,λ ∈ P(PD(V ))
∣∣Σ ∈ PD(V )),
called the classical Wishart model. We emphasize that the shape parameter is con-
sidered to be known and that the sample space and parameter set are identical.
Any subset P ⊂ PD(V ) represents what we usually call inference in the covariance
structure. Since the ML estimator Σˆ mentioned above is sufficient and complete
further inference in the covariance structure is usually performed in the Wishart
model and is meaningful even without any reference to the sample from a multi-
variate normal distribution. The subset P can be given by, for example, symmetry
and/or conditional independence restrictions, cf. the introduction in Andersson &
Wojnar (2004b)2 and the many references therein. Also in this reference the open
convex cone PD(V ) is generalized to homogeneous cones, thus giving rise to general
Wishart distributions/models. These distributions enjoy properties similar to those
of classical Wishart distribution, for example convolution properties. The Wishart
distributions in Casalis (1991), Casalis & Letac (1996), Massam & Neher (1997),
and Letac & Massam (1998) are all defined on symmetric cones, a special case of
homogeneous cones.
Subsets P induced by Markov properties associated with certain graphs, so-called
graphical normal models, are of particular interest since they are not homogeneous
cones in general. In the present paper we shall consider the case of a decomposable
undirected graph U with underlying vertex set V although the corresponding subset
PD(U) ⊆ PD(V ) might fail to be a convex cone. Nevertheless, it is in linear one-
to-one correspondence to an open and convex cone P(U), cf. Section 3.
In Section 2 we define the so-called classical Riesz distributions on PD(V ) which
generalize classical Wishart distributions and are based on the classical Riesz inte-
gral. Based on a specific representation of U as an acyclic mixed graph (see Section
4) a fundamental property of the open and convex cone P(U) is presented in Sec-
tion 5. In Sections 6 and 7 the fundamental integral, the basis for the definition
of generalized Riesz distributions is evaluated. The expectation of a generalized
Riesz distribution is derived in Section 10, allowing the reparameterization from
the natural parameter to the expectation. Some properties of the family of Riesz
distributions, similar to properties of the family of classical Wishart distributions,
are verified in Section 11. The present work is compared to a part of the closely re-
lated work by Letac & Massam (2007) in Section 12. In Sections 13 and 14 a natural
representation of U is presented and is used to embed the family of Wishart distri-
butions into the family of Riesz distributions in Section 15. Section 16 establishes
the present work to coincide with Andersson & Wojnar (2004a) and Andersson &
Wojnar (2004b) in the special case when P(U) is a homogeneous cone.
1A statistical model is a family
(
Pθ ∈ P(Ω)
∣∣ θ ∈ Θ) of probability measures on the same mea-
surable space Ω, called the observation space, that is, belonging to the set P(Ω) of all probability
measures on Ω, parameterized by a set Θ, called the parameter set.
2In Andersson & Wojnar (2004b) the subset P is called C.
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2. Classical Wishart and Riesz distributions.
Let V be a finite set. Let S(V ) and PD(V ) ⊆ S(V ) denote the vector space of
symmetric V × V matrices and the open convex cone of all positive definite V × V
matrices, respectively. Let Σ ∈ PD(V ) and λ > V−12 . The classical Wishart
distribution WΣ,λ on PD(V ) with shape parameter λ and expectation Σ is defined
by
(1) dWΣ,λ(S) :=
pi−
V (V−1)
4 λλV |S|λ−V+12∏(
Γ(λ− i−12 )
∣∣ i = 1, · · · , V )|Σ|λ exp{−λ tr(Σ−1S)} dS,
where |P | denotes the determinant of P ∈ PD(V ) and dS denotes the standard
Lebesgue measure on S(V ) restricted to PD(V ). The parameter Σ deserves its
name due to E (WΣ,λ) = Σ, where E (.) denotes expectation.
The statistical model
(
WΣ,λ ∈ P(S(V ))
∣∣Σ ∈ PD(V )) is well-known to be a full
regular exponential family1 in its expectation parameterization. The corresponding
natural parameter is ∆ := λΣ−1 ∈ PD(V ). Setting W∆,λ := Wλ∆−1,λ we have
(2) dW∆,λ(S) =
pi−
V (V−1)
4 |∆|λ|S|λ−V+12∏(
Γ(λ− i−12 )
∣∣ i = 1, · · · , V ) exp{− tr(∆S)}dS
and thus obtain the above distribution in its natural parameterization. Note the
notational distinction between Wishart distributions in their expectation parame-
terization or natural parameterization.
Let v1, · · · , vV be an enumeration of V . As it is customary the set V is then
identified with its enumeration, that is, vi is denoted by i, i = 1, · · · , V . Set 〈i〉 :=
{1, · · · , i−1}, and note 〈1〉 = ∅. For i = 1, · · · , V let Σ[i], Σ〈i〉, Σ[i〉, and Σ〈i] denote
the {i}×{i}, the 〈i〉×〈i〉, the {i}×〈i〉, and the 〈i〉×{i} submatrices of Σ ∈ PD(V ),
respectively, and define Σ[i]• := Σii − Σ[i〉Σ−1〈i〉Σ〈i] > 0, with Σ−1〈i〉 := (Σ〈i〉)−1. The
scalars Σ[i]• are rational functions of the entries of Σ and can also be defined via
the unique decomposition Σ = TDT t, where T is a lower triangular matrix2 with
all diagonal elements equal to 1 and D =: Diag(Σ[i]•| i = 1, · · · , V ) is a diagonal
matrix3 with positive diagonal elements. Similarly, we have a unique decomposition
∆ = U tEU , ∆ ∈ PD(V ), with U being lower triangular with all diagonal elements
equal to 1 and E =: Diag(∆[i]◦| i = 1, · · · , V ), thus defining the positive scalars
∆[i]◦, i = 1, · · · , V .
For any ∆ ∈ PD(V ) and any λ ≡ (λi| i = 1, · · · , V ) ∈ RV the well-defined Siegel
integral ∫
PD(V )
∏(
S
λi−V+12
[i]•
∣∣∣ i = 1, · · · , V ) exp{− tr(∆S)} dS
is finite if and only if
(3) λi > i−12 , i = 1, · · · , V,
and in that case evaluates to
pi
V (V−1)
4
∏(Γ(λi − i−12 )
∆λi[i]◦
∣∣∣∣∣ i = 1, · · · , V
)
,
1Wishart distributions are viewed as distributions on the vector space S(V ) in accordance
with the definition of exponential families.
2Note that triangularity of a V × V matrix is defined relative to the given enumeration of V .
3An I × I diagonal matrix with diagonal (di| i ∈ I) ∈ RI is denoted by Diag(di| i ∈ I).
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where ∆α[i]◦ := (∆[i]◦)
α, and Sα[i]• := (S[i]•)
α, α ∈ R, i = 1, · · · , V , see Faraut
& Kora´nyi (1994, Theorem VII.1.1)1. Hence we may, for all ∆ ∈ PD(V ) and
λ ∈× (] i−12 ,∞[∣∣ i = 1, · · · , V ), define the probability measure on PD(V )
(4) dR∆,λ(S) := pi−
V (V−1)
4
∏∆λi[i]◦Sλi−V+12[i]•
Γ(λi − i−12 )
∣∣∣∣∣∣ i = 1, · · · , V
 exp{− tr(∆S)}dS.
Definition 2.1. The probability measure R∆,λ is called the classical Riesz distri-
bution on PD(V ) with respect to the ordering 1, · · · , V of the elements of V and
with shape parameter λ ≡ (λi| i = 1, · · · , V ) and natural parameter ∆.
The family of classical Riesz distributions was first introduced by Hassairi & Lajmi
(2001) under the name Riesz natural exponential family (Riesz NEF) and was based
on a special case of the so-called Riesz measure from Faraut & Kora´nyi (1994, p.
137), going back to Riesz (1949).
Note that λ = (µ| i = 1, · · · , V ) yields R∆,λ = W∆,µ.
Given the numbering 1, · · · , V of the elements of V we can, for all Σ ∈ PD(V )
and all λ ≡ (λi| i = 1, · · · , V ) ∈ RV+, define the λ-inverse
Σ−λ := (T t)−1 Diag
(
λi
Σ[i]•
∣∣∣∣ i = 1, · · · , V )T−1 ∈ PD(V ),
where Σ = T Diag(Σ[i]•| i = 1, · · · , V )T t with T being lower triangular with 1’s in
the diagonal. Clearly the mapping PD(V ) → PD(V ), Σ 7→ Σ−λ, is a bijection.
Note that the definition of Σ−λ depends on a specific ordering of V . Note also
(5) (Σ−λ)[i]◦ =
λi
Σ[i]•
, i = 1, · · · , V.
In the case λ = (µ| i = 1, · · · , V ), that is, if λi does not depend on i = 1, · · · , V ,
we set Σ−µ := Σ−λ. Then Σ−1 = Σ−(1| i=1,··· ,V ) is the standard matrix inverse of
Σ, and we have Σ−µ = µΣ−1.
By a simple calculation or as a special case of Proposition 10.1 we have E (R∆,λ) =
Σ if ∆ = Σ−λ. Replacing the natural parameter ∆ ∈ PD(V ) with the expectation
parameter Σ ∈ PD(V ) we set RΣ,λ := RΣ−λ,λ and thus obtain
dRΣ,λ(S) = pi−
V (V−1)
4
∏ λλii Sλi−V+12[i]•
Γ(λi − i−12 ) Σλi[i]•
∣∣∣∣∣∣ i = 1, · · · , V
(6)
× exp{− tr(Σ−λS)} dS,
the Riesz distribution RΣ,λ parameterized by its expectation Σ and shape parameter
λ ≡ (λi| i = 1, · · · , V ).
3. Positive definite matrices and decomposable undirected graphs.
Let U ≡ (V, F ) be a decomposable undirected graph (DUG) with vertex set V and
edge set F ⊂ V × V . We refer the reader to Lauritzen (1996, Chapter 2) for some
basic concepts in graph theory. For S ∈ S(V ), let Suv denote the (u, v) entry of S,
u, v ∈ V . Define
S(U) := {S ∈ S(V )∣∣Suv = 0 for all u, v ∈ V with u 6= v and (u, v) /∈ F},
1Faraut & Kora´nyi (1994) define this integral only for ∆ = 1V , the V × V identity matrix.
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a subspace of S(V ), and the projection mapping pU ≡ p : S(V )→ S(U) by
p(S)uv :=
{
Suv if (u, v) ∈ F or u = v
0 if (u, v) /∈ F and u 6= v for all S ∈ S(V ).
Set PD0(U) := S(U) ∩ PD(V ) and PD(U) := PD0(U)−1. It is well-known that
a centered1 normal distribution NΣ on RV with covariance matrix Σ ∈ PD(V )
satisfies the Markov properties2 given by U if and only if ∆ = Σ−1 ∈ PD0(U).
Similarly, the subset PD(U) ⊆ PD(V ) is characterized by the equivalence of Σ ∈
PD(U) and NΣ satisfying the Markov properties given by U . We set
P(U) := {S ∈ S(U)∣∣∀C ∈ C : SC ∈ PD(C)},
where C denotes the set of cliques in U , and SA denotes the A × A submatrix3 of
S ∈ S(V ), A ⊆ V .
Proposition 3.1. The mapping
(7) PD(U)→ P(U), S 7→ p(S),
is a well defined bijection.
The open convex cones P(U) and PD0(U) are dual to each other through the
isomorphism (of open convex cones)
P(U)→ (PD0(U))∗, S 7→ (T 7→ tr(ST )).
Writing the inverse mapping of (7) as P(U) → PD(U), S 7→ S˜, we have the
(generalized) matrix inverse mappings constructed from (7),
(8)
P(U) ↔ PD0(U),
S 7→ (S˜)−1 =: S−1,
p(T−1) ← [ T.
These mappings constitute a one-to-one correspondence.
Proof. The two first results4 are well known and proved by induction by the number
of cliques in U . The last statement follows from the definitions of P(U) and PD0(U).

Remark 3.1. Note that the convex cones PD0(U) and P(U) are open subsets
of the vector space S(U) with PD0(U) ⊆ P(U). In particular, the dimensions of
both cones are equal to that of S(U). If U is complete we have PD0(U) = P(U) =
PD(V ). The definition of S−1 in (8) then coincides with the classical matrix inverse
of S, also denoted by S−1.
Remark 3.2. Let A,B ⊆ V with u − v for all u ∈ A, v ∈ B, and let S ∈ S(V ).
Then SA×B = p(S)A×B . In particular we have S˜A×B = SA×B , S ∈ P(U), where
S˜A×B is understood as (S˜)A×B .
1Since its expectation is irrelevant for a normal distribution’s Markov properties we consider
only centered normal distributions, that is, normal distributions with expectation 0.
2The strong, weak, and pairwise Markov properties are equivalent in this case; see Lauritzen
(1996, Chapter 3) for an overview of Markov properties given by undirected graphs.
3In general, we will write MA×B for the A×B submatrix of any V ×V matrix M , A,B ⊆ V .
4The results and their proofs are due to the first author of the present paper, cf. Letac &
Massam (2007, Section A1).
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4. Representations of a decomposable undirected graph as an
acyclic mixed graph.
Let V ≡ (V, F ) be an acyclic mixed graph (AMG)1 with vertex set V and edge
set F ⊂ V × V , cf. Andersson, Madigan & Perlman (2001, Section 2) for the basic
concepts. A part of the definition of a mixed graph is that (v, v) /∈ F , v ∈ V . We
write v1 − v2 if (v1, v2) ∈ F and (v2, v1) ∈ F and v1 → v2 if (v1, v2) ∈ F and
(v2, v1) /∈ F . The adjective acyclic means that the graph has no partially directed
cycles. For all vertices v ∈ V the sets of parents and neighbors of v are
paV(v) ≡ pa(v) :=
{
v′ ∈ V ∣∣ (v′, v) ∈ F and (v, v′) /∈ F},
nbV(v) ≡ nb(v) :=
{
v′ ∈ V ∣∣ (v′, v) ∈ F and (v, v′) ∈ F},
respectively. The underlying undirected graph or skeleton of V is defined as U(V) :=
(V, F ∪ F o) with (v1, v2)o := (v2, v1), (v1, v2) ∈ V × V .
Writing v1 ∼ v2 if v1, v2 ∈ V are equal or connected by an undirected path in
V defines an equivalence relation ∼ ≡ ∼V on V . Its equivalence classes are called
boxes2, and the set of equivalence classes V/∼ is called the box set of V. Each box
B ∈ V/∼ is thus a subset of V , denoted by3 [B], and the subgraph induced by
[B] ⊆ V is an undirected graph, the B-box graph BB ≡ B :=
(
[B], F ∩ ([B]× [B])).
The box set V/∼ is equipped with an edge set F∼ ⊂ (V/∼) × (V/∼) in a natural
way, where (B,B′) ∈ F∼ holds if and only if there are v ∈ [B] and v′ ∈ [B′] such
that (v, v′) ∈ F and B 6= B′. The graph of boxes V/∼ := (V/∼, F∼) is in fact an
acyclic directed graph (ADG)4. For (B,B′) ∈ F∼ we also write B → B′. A box B
is called maximal if B 6→ B′ for all B′ ∈ V/∼.
We will frequently use the following two assumptions on a given AMG:
(A1) All box graphs are complete.
(A2) The AMG has no triplexes5, cf. Andersson et al. (2001).
If the AMG V satisfies (A1) and (A2), then the set pa(v) does not depend on the
choice of v ∈ [B], B ∈ V/∼. Hence we may set 〈B〉 := pa(v) in that case. Note
that the subsets 〈B〉 ⊆ V , [B], and [B] ∪˙ 〈B〉 then induce AMGs with complete
skeletons. Furthermore conditions (A1) and (A2) jointly imply the skeleton U(V)
to be a DUG. This gives rise to the following definition.
Definition 4.1. If U is a DUG and V is an AMG satisfying (A1), (A2), and
U = U(V), then we call V a representation of U (as an AMG).
Every DUG U can be turned into an ADG without immoralities by converting
lines to arrows; as a consequence, every DUG U has a representation as an AMG.
Note finally that condition (A2) implies the AMP Markov properties given by V
to be equivalent to those given by U(V), cf. Andersson et al. (2001, Theorem 6.1).
1AMGs are also called chain graphs in the statistical literature.
2Boxes are also called chain components in the literature.
3The box B ∈ V/∼ is the same as [B]. We write [B] when we want to emphasize the fact that
B is a set of vertices.
4An AMG V is called an acyclic directed graph if it contains no lines.
5A triplex is a subgraph • − • ← • (a flag) or • → • ← • (an immorality) of V induced by a
three-vertex subset of V .
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5. The fundamental decompositions
Let U be a DUG with vertex set V and let V be a representation of U as an AMG.
For S ∈ S(V ) and B ∈ V/∼ define S[B], S[B〉, S〈B], and S〈B〉 as the [B] × [B],
[B] × 〈B〉, 〈B〉 × [B], and 〈B〉 × 〈B〉 submatrices of S, respectively. Remark 3.2
then yields1 (S˜)〈B〉 = S〈B〉, S˜[B] = S[B], S˜〈B] = S〈B], and S˜[B〉 = S[B〉, B ∈ RV/∼,
S ∈ P(U).
Let M ∈ V/∼ be a maximal box and let VM be the AMG induced by the subset
VM := V \ [M ]. Then we have VM/∼ = (V/∼) \ {M}. Furthermore [B], 〈B〉, S[B],
S[B〉, and S〈B〉 remain unchanged when V is replaced with VM , B ∈ VM/∼. The
skeleton UM (VM ) ≡ UM of VM is the same as the subgraph of U induced by the
subset VM of V .
In the following we will partition V × V matrices according to the decomposition
V =
⋃˙ (
[B]
∣∣B ∈ V/∼). Let D+(V) denote the convex cone of all V × V block-
diagonal matrices E = Diag(EB |B ∈ V/∼) with EB ∈ PD([B]), B ∈ V/∼, and
let T1`(V) denote the set of all V × V matrices U ≡
(
Uuv
∣∣ (u, v) ∈ V × V ) with the
properties
(i) Uvv = 1, v ∈ V ,
(ii) Uuv = 0 if u 6= v and (u, v) /∈
⋃˙ (
[B]× 〈B〉∣∣B ∈ V/∼).
If we number the boxes B1, · · · , BV/∼ ∈ V/∼ in V in a faithful manner, that is,
such that Bi → Bj implies i < j, i, j = 1, · · · , V/∼, then the blocked matrices
U ≡ (UBi×Bj | i, j = 1, · · · , V/∼) ∈ T1`(V) will appear as lower block-triangular
matrices with UB = 1[B], the [B]× [B] identity matrix, B ∈ V/∼, and with possible
extra single entries Uuv = 0 under the block diagonal2. Note that U ∈ T1`(V) is
completely determined by specifying its submatrices U[B]×〈B〉, B ∈ V/∼.
Proposition 5.1. The mapping
(9) T
1
`(V)×D+(V) → PD0(U)
(U,E) 7→ U tEU
is a well-defined bijection.
Proof. We shall use induction by the number of boxes in V/∼. Let M ∈ V/∼
be a maximal box. Partitioning all matrices according to the decomposition V =
VM ∪˙ [M ] yields
U tEU
=
(
U tVM×VM U
t
[M ]×VM
0 1[M ]
)(
EVM×VM 0
0 E[M ]
)(
UVM×VM 0
U[M ]×VM 1[M ]
)
=
(
U tVM×VMEVM×VMUVM×VM + U
t
[M ]×VME[M ]U[M ]×VM U
t
[M ]×VME[M ]
E[M ]U[M ]×VM E[M ]
)
.
(10)
Clearly we have UVM×VM ∈ T1`(VM ) and EVM×VM ∈ D+(VM ). Hence the first
term in the upper left corner belongs to PD0(UM ) by the induction assumption.
The second term in the upper left corner is positive semidefinite; hence we only
have to verify the (u, v) entry to be zero for all (u, v) /∈ F ∪ F o. We may assume
1The undirected graphs induced by 〈B〉 ⊂ V and [B] ⊆ V are complete, and for all v ∈ [B],
u ∈ 〈B〉, we have u→ v.
2Under the block diagonal means: (u, v) ∈ [Bi]× [Bj ] for some i > j.
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u ∈ VM \ 〈M〉 or v ∈ VM \ 〈M〉 since 〈M〉 induces a complete subgraph of U . Thus
we have
(U t[M ]×VME[M ]U[M ]×VM )uv =
∑(
(U t[M ]×VM )ux(E[M ])xy(U[M ]×VM )yv
∣∣x, y ∈ [M ])
=
∑(
UxuExyUyv
∣∣x, y ∈ [M ]) = 0.
For the lower left corner of (10) we obtain
(E[M ]U[M ]×VM )uv =
∑(
(E[M ])ux(U[M ]×VM )xv
∣∣x ∈ [M ])
=
∑(
EuxUxv
∣∣x ∈ [M ]) = 0
for (u, v) ∈ [M ]× (VM \ 〈M〉). This establishes the mapping to be well-defined.
Let ∆ ∈ PD0(U). We will prove existence and uniqueness of a solution (U,E) ∈
T1`(V)×D+(V) to the equation U tEU = ∆. To this end the equations
U tVM×VMEVM×VMUVM×VM + U
t
[M ]×VME[M ]U[M ]×VM = ∆VM×VM ,
E[M ]U[M ]×VM = ∆[M ]×VM ,
E[M ] = ∆[M ]
have to be solved for (U,E). Doing so we obtain
E[M ] = ∆[M ] ,
U[M ]×VM = ∆
−1
[M ]∆[M ]×VM ,
U tVM×VMEVM×VMUVM×VM = ∆VM×VM −∆VM×[M ]∆−1[M ]∆[M ]×VM .
Calculations similar to those above establish(
∆−1[M ]∆[M ]×VM
)
[M ]×(VM\〈M〉) = ∆
−1
[M ]∆[M ]×(VM\〈M〉) = 0
and ∆VM×VM −∆VM×[M ]∆−1[M ]∆[M ]×VM ∈ PD0(UM ). By the induction assumption
there is a uniquely determined pair (UVM×VM , EVM×VM ) ∈ T1`(VM )×D+(VM ) sat-
isfying the third equation. Thus we have found a unique solution. This establishes
the mapping to be a bijection. 
Remark 5.1. Proposition 5.1 could also be obtained using the properties of the
normal distribution and a combination of Andersson & Perlman (1998, Section 11)
and Andersson et al. (2001, Section 5).
The following corollary is a trivial consequence of Proposition 5.1.
Corollary 5.1. The mapping T1`(V)×D+(V)→ P(U), (U,D) 7→ p
(
U−1D(U t)−1
)
,
is a bijection.
For ∆ ∈ PD0(U) we define the matrices ∆[B]◦ ∈ PD([B]), B ∈ V/∼, through
Diag(∆[B]◦|B ∈ V/∼) := E from the unique solution (U,E) ∈ T1`(V) ×D+(V) of
U tEU = ∆.
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Corollary 5.2. Let M ∈ V/∼ be a maximal box in V. Then the mapping
PD0(UM )×R[M ]×〈M〉 ×PD([M ])→ PD0(U),
(∆M ,ΠM ,ΥM ) 7→
(
1VM −ΠtM0
0 1[M ]
)(
∆M 0
0 ΥM
)(
1VM 0
−ΠM0 1[M ]
)
=
(
∆M + ΠtM0ΥMΠM0 −ΠtM0ΥM
−ΥMΠM0 ΥM
)
,
(11)
with ΠM0 ∈ R[M ]×VM given by (ΠM0)[M ]×〈M〉 = ΠM and (ΠM0)[M ]×(VM\〈M〉) = 0
(the [M ]× (VM \ 〈M〉) zero matrix), is a well-defined bijection.
Proof. The result follows from the fact that U ∈ T1`(V) may be written as
U =
(
UVM×VM 0
U[M ]×VM 1[M ]
)
=
(
UVM×VM 0
0 1[M ]
)(
1VM 0
U[M ]×VM 1[M ]
)
and by setting ΠM0 := −U[M ]×VM . 
Remark 5.2. Let ∆ ∈ PD0(U) denote the right-hand side of equation (11). Ap-
plying Proposition 5.1 to ∆M ∈ PD0(UM ) from (11) we obtain ∆M = U tMEMUM
with (UM , EM ) ∈ T1`(VM )×D+(VM ). Due to(
UM 0
0 1[M ]
)(
1VM 0
−ΠM0 1[M ]
)
=
(
UM 0
−ΠM0 1[M ]
)
∈ T1`(V)
Proposition 5.1 implies (∆M )[B]◦ = ∆B◦, B ∈ VM/∼.
The following proposition states our fundamental decomposition result for matri-
ces in P(U).
Proposition 5.2. Let M ∈ V/∼ be a maximal box in V. Then the mapping
P(UM )×R[M ]×〈M〉 ×PD([M ])→ P(U),
(SM , RM , LM ) 7→ p
((
1VM 0
RM0 1[M ]
)(
S˜M 0
0 LM
)(
1VM R
t
M0
0 1[M ]
))
= p
((
S˜M S˜MR
t
M0
RM0S˜M LM +RM0S˜MRtM0
))
,
(12)
with RM0 ∈ R[M ]×VM given by (RM0)[M ]×〈M〉 = RM and (RM0)[M ]×(VM\〈M〉) = 0
(the [M ]× (VM \ 〈M〉) zero matrix), is a well-defined bijection.
The inverse of this mapping takes the form
(13) P(UM )×R
[M ]×〈M〉 ×PD([M ]) ← P(U)
(SVM , S[M〉•, S[M ]•) ←[ S
with S[M〉• := S[M〉S−1〈M〉, S[M ]• := S[M ] − S[M〉S−1〈M〉S〈M ], where S−1〈M〉 := (S〈M〉)−1.
Proof. The first claim follows from Proposition 3.1, Corollary 5.2, equation (8), and
the fact (
1VM 0
−Π 1[M ]
)−1
=
(
1VM 0
Π 1[M ]
)
for all Π ∈ R[M ]×VM . In order to establish (13) to be the inverse mapping to
(12) we evaluate the mapping (12) at the point (SVM , S[M〉•, S[M ]•) for a given
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matrix S ∈ P(U). The VM × VM submatrix of the image clearly is SVM . Due to
(S˜VM )〈M〉 = S〈M〉 we have
S[M〉•0S˜VM =
(
S[M〉S
−1
〈M〉 0
)
S˜VM =
(
S[M〉 ∗
)
,
and hence the [M ]× VM submatrix of the image is
(
S[M〉 0
)
= S[M ]×VM . Finally
we have S[M ]• + S[M〉•0S˜VMS
t
[M〉•0 = S[M ]• + S[M〉•S〈M〉S
t
[M〉• = S[M ] which is why
the [M ]× [M ] submatrix of the image is S[M ]. This completes the proof. 
Following the notation from Proposition 5.2 we define Σ−1〈B〉 := (Σ〈B〉)
−1, Σ[B〉• :=
Σ[B〉Σ−1〈B〉, Σ[B]• := Σ[B] − Σ[B〉Σ−1〈B〉Σ〈B], and Σ−1[B]• := (Σ[B]•)−1 for all Σ ∈ P(U)
and B ∈ V/∼.
Corollary 5.3. Let S ∈ P(U). Setting D := Diag(S[B]•|B ∈ V/∼) and U[B]×〈B〉 :=
−S[B〉•, B ∈ V/∼, then yields the unique solution (U,D) ∈ T1`(V)×D+(V) to the
equation S = p
(
U−1D(U t)−1
)
, see Corollary 5.1.
Proof. The proof is established by induction over V/∼. Let M ∈ V/∼ be a maximal
box in V and assume S to be the image of (SM , RM , LM ) ∈ P(UM )×R[M ]×〈M〉 ×
PD([M ]) under the mapping (12). Due to S˜M ∈ PD(UM ) we have the unique
decomposition S˜M = U−1M DM (U
t
M )
−1 of S˜M with respect to VM , see Corollary
5.1. By the induction assumption we have DM = Diag(S[B]•|B ∈ VM/∼) and
(UM )[B]×〈B〉 := −S[B〉•, B ∈ VM/∼, since (SM )[B]• and (SM )[B〉• (taken with
respect to VM ) coincide with S[B]• and S[B〉• (taken with respect to V), respectively,
B ∈ VM/∼. Hence we have
S˜ =
(
(UM )−1 0
S[M〉•0 1[M ]
)(
DM 0
0 S[M ]•
)((
(UM )−1
)t
St[M〉•0
0 1[M ]
)
.
Due to (
UM 0
−S[M〉•0 1[M ]
)−1
=
(
U−1M 0
S[M〉•0 1[M ]
)
∈ T1`(V)
this proves the claim. 
6. Calculation of a fundamental Jacobian.
We continue in the setting from Section 5.
Proposition 6.1. Let M ∈ V/∼ be a maximal box in V. Then the Jacobian
of the mapping (12) at (SM , RM , LM ) ∈ P(UM ) × R[M ]×〈M〉 × PD([M ]) and the
Jacobian of its inverse mapping (13) at S ∈ P(U) are |(SM )〈M〉|[M ] and |S〈M〉|−[M ],
respectively.
Proof. Let S ∈ P(U) be the image of (SM , RM , LM ) ∈ P(UM ) × R[M ]×〈M〉 ×
PD([M ]) under the mapping (12), that is,
SVM = SM , S[M〉 = RM (SM )〈M〉, S[M ] = RMS〈M〉R
t
M .
Then the Jacobian matrix of (12) at (SM , RM , LM ) evaluates to
d(SVM , S[M〉, S[M ])
d(SM , RM , LM )
=

SM RM LM
SVM 1 0 0
S[M〉 ∗ 1[M ] ⊗ (SM )〈M〉 0
S[M] ∗ ∗ 1
,
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where 1’s represent identity matrices and asterisks represent blocks not further spec-
ified. The (absolute value of the) determinant of this matrix is |(SM )〈M〉|[M ], estab-
lishing the first claim. Expressing SM , RM , LM in terms of S we have (SM )〈M〉 =
S〈M〉. Hence the second claim follows. 
7. A fundamental integral.
As in the previous sections let U be a DUG with vertex set V and let V be a
representation of U as an AMG. Let ∆ ∈ PD0(U) and λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼) ∈ RV/∼+ .
Then the integral
JV(∆, λ) :=
∫
P(U)
∏(|S[B]•|λB ∣∣B ∈ V/∼) exp{− tr(∆S)} dνV(S),
with respect to the measure1
(14) dνV(S) :=
∏(
|S[B]•|−
[B]+〈B〉+1
2 |S〈B〉|−
[B]
2
∣∣∣B ∈ V/∼)dS
is well-defined. We will derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the conver-
gence of this integral and, given its convergence, evaluate the integral. To this end
we use induction by V/∼. Let M ∈ V/∼ be a maximal box in V. We use the
mapping (13) to transform JV(∆, λ) to an integral on the domain of the mapping
(12). Note first that the measure νV is transformed to the measure
|LM |−
[M]+〈M〉+1
2 |(SM )〈M〉|
[M]
2 d
(
λP(UM ) ⊗ λR[M]×〈M〉 ⊗ νVM
)
(SM , RM , LM )
by Proposition 6.1, where λP(UM ) and λR[M]×〈M〉 denote the standard Lebesgue
measures on P(UM ) and R[M ]×〈M〉, respectively. Now we rewrite the function
inside the integral JV(∆, λ) in terms of the variables on the left-hand side of (12).
We set
(15) S = p
((
1VM 0
RM0 1M
)(
S˜M 0
0 LM
)(
1VM R
t
M0
0 1M
))
Furthermore we have the unique decomposition
(16) ∆ =
(
1VM −ΠtM0
0 1[M ]
)(
∆M 0
0 ΥM
)(
1VM 0
−ΠM0 1[M ]
)
with ∆M ∈ PD0(UM ), ΥM ∈ PD([M ]), and ΠM0 ∈ R[M ]×VM from Corollary 5.2.
In particular we have ΥM = ∆[M ]. Then we find
tr(∆S) = tr(∆S˜)
= tr
((
1VM −ΠtM0
0 1[M ]
)(
∆M 0
0 ΥM
)(
1VM 0
−ΠM0 1[M ]
)
×
(
1VM 0
RM0 1[M ]
)(
S˜M 0
0 LM
)(
1VM R
t
M0
0 1[M ]
))
= tr
((
∆M 0
0 ΥM
)(
S˜M 0
0 LM + (RM0 −ΠM0)S˜M (RM0 −ΠM0)t
))
= tr(∆MSM ) + tr(ΥMLM ) + tr
(
ΥM (RM −ΠM )(SM )〈M〉(RM −ΠM )t
)
.
1This measure generalizes the invariant measure from Andersson & Wojnar (2004a) or Ander-
sson & Wojnar (2004b) who consider the special case where P(U) is a homogeneous cone.
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As a result the integral JV(∆, λ) is transformed to∫
P(UM )
∫
R[M]×〈M〉
∫
PD([M ])
|LM |λM−
[M]+〈M〉+1
2 exp{− tr(ΥMLM )}
× |(SM )〈M〉|
[M]
2 exp
{− tr (ΥM (RM −ΠM )(SM )〈M〉(RM −ΠtM ))}
×
∏(|(SM )[B]•|λB ∣∣B ∈ VM/∼) exp{− tr(∆MSM )} dLM dRM dνVM (SM )
=
∫
PD([M ])
|LM |λM−
[M]+〈M〉+1
2 exp{− tr(ΥMLM )}dLM
×
∫
P(UM )
∫
R[M]×〈M〉
|(SM )〈M〉|
[M]
2 exp
{− tr (ΥM (RM−ΠM )(SM )〈M〉(RM−ΠtM ))}
×
∏(|(SM )[B]•|λB ∣∣B ∈ VM/∼) exp{− tr(∆MSM )} dRM dνVM (SM ).
The first of these two integrals converges if and only if λM >
[M ]+〈M〉−1
2 , and in
that case its value is
pi
[M] ([M]−1)
4
∏(
Γ
(
λM − 〈M〉2 − i−12
)∣∣∣ i = 1, · · · , [M ]) |ΥM |−λM+ 〈M〉2 .
Integrating with respect to RM the second integral above evaluates to
pi
[M]〈M〉
2 |ΥM |−
〈M〉
2 JVM (∆M , λ−M ),
where λ−M := (λB |B ∈ VM/∼). Due to ΥM = ∆[M ] = ∆[M ]◦ and (∆M )[B]◦ =
∆[B]◦, B ∈ VM/∼, (see Remark 5.2) the induction assumption implies the integral
JV(∆, λ) to converge if and only if
(17) λB >
[B]+〈B〉−1
2 , B ∈ V/∼.
Furthermore, if this condition is satisfied, then we have
JV(∆, λ) = cV(λ)
∏(|∆[B]◦|−λB ∣∣B ∈ V/∼),
where
cV(λ) := pi
dim(P(U))−V
2
∏(∏(
Γ
(
λB − 〈B〉2 − i−12
)∣∣∣ i = 1, · · · , [B])∣∣∣B ∈ V/∼) .
8. The class of generalized Riesz distributions on P(U) associated
with a decomposable undirected graph U .
As in Section 7 let U be a DUG with vertex set V and let V be a representation of U
as an AMG. Let λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼) ∈× (] [B]+〈B〉−12 ,∞[∣∣B ∈ V/∼) as required
in (17). From the previous section we obtain the full natural and canonical expo-
nential family1 on P(U) generated by the measure ∏(|S[B]•|λB ∣∣B ∈ V/∼)dνV(S),
namely, (
R∆,λ ∈ P(P(U))
∣∣∆ ∈ PD0(U))
1Formally this is an exponential family on the vector space S(U) concentrated on the open
convex cone P(U).
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with
dR∆,λ(S) :=
pi
V−dim(P(U))
2
∏(|∆B◦|λB ∣∣B ∈ V/∼)∏(|SB•|λB ∣∣B ∈ V/∼)∏(∏(
Γ
(
λB − 〈B〉2 − i−12
)∣∣∣ i = 1, · · · , [B])∣∣∣B ∈ V/∼)
× exp{− tr(∆S)} dνV(S).
Note that this exponential family is regular since PD0(U) is an open subset of the
vector space S(U). Also note that this family depends on the given representation
V of U as an AMG.
Definition 8.1. The probability measure R∆,λ is called the generalized Riesz dis-
tribution on P(U) with respect to the representation V of U as an AMG, with shape
parameter λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼) and natural parameter ∆.
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of the calculations in Sec-
tion 7.
Proposition 8.1. Let M ∈ V/∼ be a maximal box and let S ∈ P(U) be a random
element from R∆,λ, with ∆ ∈ PD0(U) and λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼) satisfying (17).
Then we have:
(i) The random elements S[M ]• ∈ PD([M ]) and (S[M〉•, SVM ) ∈ R[M ]×〈M〉 ×
P(UM ) are independent.
(ii) The random element S[M ]• ∈ PD([M ]) follows the classical Wishart distribu-
tion W
∆[M],λM− 〈M〉2
with shape parameter λM − 〈M〉2 and natural parameter
∆[M ].
(iii) The distribution of the random element (S[M〉•, SVM ) ∈ R[M ]×〈M〉 × P(UM )
is described as follows: The conditional distribution of S[M〉• given SVM is
NΠM ,(2∆[M]⊗S〈M〉)−1 , the normal distribution on R
[M ]×〈M〉 with expectation
ΠM (see equation (16)) and precision 2∆[M ] ⊗ S〈M〉; in particular, this con-
ditional distribution depends on SVM only through S〈M〉. The distribution of
SVM is the generalized Riesz distribution R∆M ,λ−M on P(UM ) with respect to
the representation VM of UM as an AMG, with natural parameter ∆M (see
equation (16)) and shape parameter λ−M := (λB |B ∈ VM/∼).
9. The generalization of the λ-matrix inverse mapping.
Again let U be a DUG with vertex set V and let V be a representation of U
as an AMG. Let Σ ∈ P(U) and λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼) ∈ RV/∼+ . Writing Σ =
p
(
U−1 Diag(Σ[B]•|B ∈ V/∼)(U t)−1
)
with the uniquely determined matrix U ∈
T1`(V) (see Corollary 5.3) we may define Σ−λ := U t Diag(λBΣ−1[B]•|B ∈ V/∼)U ∈
PD0(U), the λ-inverse of Σ. The mapping
P(U) → PD0(U),
Σ 7→ Σ−λ,
clearly is a bijection with inverse mapping
P(U) ← PD0(U),
p
(
U−1 Diag(λB∆−1[B]◦|B ∈ V/∼)(U t)−1
) ←[ ∆ = U t Diag(∆[B]◦|B ∈ V/∼)U.
Note
(18) (Σ−λ)[B]◦ = λBΣ−1[B]• , B ∈ V/∼.
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Also note that Σ−λ depends on the given representation V of U as an AMG although
our notation does not reflect that dependence. As in Section 2 we define Σ−µ :=
Σ−(µ|B∈V/∼) for all Σ ∈ P(U), µ ∈ R+. In the case µ = 1 this notation is consistent
with (8).
Remark 9.1. If ∆ = Σ−λ, then E := Diag(λBΣ−1[B]•|B ∈ V/∼) and U[B]×〈B〉 :=
−Σ[B〉•, B ∈ V/∼, yield the unique solution (U,E) ∈ T1`(V) × D+(V) to the
equation ∆ = U tEU , see Corollaries 5.1 and 5.3.
10. The expectation of a generalized Riesz distribution.
We continue in the setting from the previous sections.
Proposition 10.1. Let ∆ ∈ PD0(U), let λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼) satisfy (17), and let
Σ ∈ P(U) satisfy ∆ = Σ−λ. Then we have E (R∆,λ) = Σ.
Proof. Clearly we have E (R∆,λ) =
∫
P(U) S dR∆,λ(S) = p
( ∫
P(U) S˜ dR∆,λ(S)
)
. We
will use induction on V/∼ to evaluate the integral ∫
P(U) S˜ dR∆,λ(S). Let M ∈ V/∼
be a maximal box in V. Using the mapping (13) we may transform the given integral
on P(U) into one on P(UM ) × R[M ]×〈M〉 × PD([M ]). Furthermore we utilize the
representations of S and ∆ given in (15) and (16). Arguments similar to those in
the proof of Corollary 5.3 (see also Remark 9.1) show the assumption ∆ = Σ−λ to
imply ∆M = (ΣVM )
−λ−M , ΠM = Σ[M〉•, and ΥM = ∆[M ] = λMΣ−1[M ]•. Then the
VM × VM submatrix of
∫
P(U) S˜ dR∆,λ(S) turns into∫ ∫ ∫
S˜M dW∆[M],λM− 〈M〉2
(LM ) dNΠM ,(2∆[M]⊗(SM )〈M〉)−1(RM ) dR∆M ,λ−M (SM )
=
∫
P(UM )
S˜M dR∆M ,λ−M (SM ) = Σ˜VM ,
where the last equality is due to the induction assumption. By the same argument
the [M ]× VM submatrix of
∫
P(U) S˜ dR∆,λ(S) is∫ ∫ ∫
RM0S˜M dW∆[M],λM− 〈M〉2
(LM ) dNΠM ,(2∆[M]⊗(SM )〈M〉)−1(RM ) dR∆M ,λ−M (SM )
= ΠM0
∫
P(UM )
S˜M dR∆M ,λ−M (SM ) = Σ[M〉•Σ˜VM = Σ˜[M ]×VM ,
again using the induction assumption. Finally, the [M ] × [M ] submatrix of the
integral
∫
P(U) S˜ dR∆,λ(S) is∫
PD([M ])
LM dW∆[M],λM− 〈M〉2
(LM )
+
∫
P(UM )
∫
R[M]×〈M〉
RM (SM )〈M〉RtM dNΠM ,(2∆[M]⊗(SM )〈M〉)−1(RM ) dR∆M ,λ−M (SM )
=
(
λM − 〈M〉2
)
∆−1[M ] +
∫
P(UM )
(
〈M〉
2 ∆
−1
[M ] + ΠM (SM )〈M〉Π
t
M
)
dR∆M ,λ−M (SM )
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= λM∆−1[M ] + ΠM
∫
P(UM )
(SM )〈M〉 dR∆M ,λ−M (SM ) Π
t
M
= Σ[M ]• + Σ[M〉•(ΣVM )〈M〉Σ
t
[M〉• = Σ[M ] = Σ˜[M ],
using the induction assumption once more. This completes the proof. 
Replacing ∆ ∈ PD0(U) by Σ−λ with Σ ∈ P(U) we obtain the generalized
Riesz distribution RΣ,λ parameterized by its expectation. Due to (Σ−λ)[B]◦ =
λB(Σ[B]•)−1, B ∈ V/∼, we may represent this distribution as
dRΣ,λ(S) :=
pi
dim(P(U))−V
2
∏(
λ
λB [B]
B
∣∣B ∈ V/∼)∏(∏(
Γ(λB − 〈B〉2 − i−12 )
∣∣ i = 1, · · · , [B])∣∣∣B ∈ V/∼)
×
∏(|SB•|λB ∣∣B ∈ V/∼)∏(|ΣB•|λB ∣∣B ∈ V/∼) exp{− tr(Σ−λS)}dνV(S).
Definition 10.1. The probability measure RΣ,λ is called the generalized Riesz
distribution on P(U) with respect to the representation V of U as an AMG with
shape parameter λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼) and expectation parameter Σ.
The Riesz model given by V (with fixed shape parameter λ) in its expectation
parameterization is then
(
RΣ,λ ∈ P(P(U))
∣∣Σ ∈ P(U)). It is trivial that the ML
estimator Σ˜(S) for Σ ∈ P(U) at the observation point S ∈ P(U) exists for all
S ∈ P(U) and is uniquely given by Σˆ(S) = S. It is also trivial that Σˆ is complete
and sufficient.
In the expectation parameterization Proposition 8.1 takes the following form.
Proposition 10.2. Let S ∈ P(U) be a random element from RΣ,λ, with Σ ∈ P(U)
and λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼) satisfying (17). Let M ∈ V/∼ be a maximal box. Then we
have:
(i) The random elements S[M ]• ∈ PD([M ]) and (S[M〉•, SVM ) ∈ R[M ]×〈M〉 ×
P(UM ) are independent.
(ii) The random element S[M ]• ∈ PD([M ]) has the classical Wishart distribution
W
Σ[M]•,λM− 〈M〉2
with shape parameter λM − 〈M〉2 and expectation parameter
Σ[M ]•.
(iii) The distribution of the random element (S[M〉•, SVM ) ∈ R[M ]×〈M〉 × P(UM )
is described as follows: The conditional distribution of S[M〉• given SVM is
NΣ[M〉•, 12λM Σ[M]•⊗S
−1
〈M〉
, the normal distribution on R[M ]×〈M〉 with expectation
Σ[M〉• and variance matrix 12λM Σ[M ]• ⊗ S
−1
〈M〉; in particular this conditional
distribution depends on SVM only through S〈M〉. The distribution of SVM
is RΣVM ,λ−M , the generalized Riesz distribution on P(UM ) with expectation
parameter ΣVM , (see equation (13)) and shape parameter λ−M .
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11. Marginalization, decomposition, product, and convolution of
Riesz distributions.
We continue in the setting from sections 8 and 10. Let A ⊆ V/∼ be an ancestral
subset1 and set VA :=
⋃˙ (
[B]
∣∣B ∈ A). Let VA and UA be the AMG and DUG
induced by the subset VA ⊆ V in V and U , respectively. Then VA is a representation
of the DUG UA. The mapping
P(U) → P(UA),
S 7→ SVA ,
is then well-defined and onto.
Proposition 11.1. (Marginalization) Let the random element S ∈ P(U) fol-
low the generalized Riesz distribution RΣ,λ with respect to the representation V
of U as an AMG, with expectation parameter Σ ∈ P(U) and shape parameter
λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼). Then the random element SVA ∈ P(UA) follows the gen-
eralized Riesz distribution RΣVA ,λA , where λA := (λB |B ∈ A).
Proof. The claim is readily verified by applying the last part of Proposition 10.2
(iii) several times. 
Our decomposition, product, and convolution results (of which the first two are
trivial) will be formulated for two components only. The results extend trivially to
finitely many items. Let U = U1 ∪˙ U2 be a decomposition of U = (V, F ) into two
components, that is, U1 = (V1, F1) and U2 = (V2, F2) with V = V1 ∪˙ V2 and F =
F1 ∪˙F2. Since V is a representation of U as an AMG the AMG Vi induced in V by Vi
is a representations of Ui as an AMG, i = 1, 2. Note the identities V = V1 ∪˙ V2 and
V/∼ = (V1/∼)∪˙(V2/∼). Due to P(U) =
{
Diag(Σ1,Σ2)
∣∣ (Σ1,Σ2) ∈ P(U1)×P(U2)}
we also have the identity of convex cones P(U1 ∪˙ U2) = P(U1) × P(U2). The
following proposition is an immediate consequence of these facts.
Proposition 11.2. (Decomposition and product) Let U = U1 ∪˙ U2 be a decom-
position of U as above. Let RΣ,λ be the generalized Riesz distribution on P(U)
with respect to the representation V of U as an AMG, with expectation parameter
Σ ∈ P(U) and shape parameter λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼). Then we have
(19) RΣ,λ = RΣ1,λ1 ⊗ RΣ2,λ2 ,
where Σ1 := ΣV1 ∈ P(U1), λ1 := (λB |B ∈ V1/∼), Σ2 := ΣV2 ∈ P(U2), and
λ2 := (λB |B ∈ V2/∼).
Conversely, if RΣi,λi is the generalized Riesz distribution on P(Ui) with respect
to the representation Vi of Ui as an AMG, with expectation parameter Σi ∈ P(Ui)
and shape parameter λi ≡ (λB |B ∈ Vi/∼), i = 1, 2, then equation (19) holds with
Σ := Diag(Σ1,Σ2) and λ := (λB |B ∈ V/∼).
Proposition 11.3. (Convolution) Let R∆,λi be the generalized Riesz distribution
on P(U) with respect to the representation V of U as an AMG, with natural param-
eter ∆ ∈ PD0(U) and shape parameter λi ≡ (λiB |B ∈ V/∼), i = 1, 2. Then we
have
R∆,λ1 ∗ R∆,λ2 = R∆,λ1+λ2 .
1A subset A ⊆ V/∼ is ancestral in the ADG of boxes V/∼ if B ∈ A and B′ ∈ V/∼ with
B′ → B implies B′ ∈ A.
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In other words: If S1, S2 ∈ P(U) are two independent random elements, S1 follow-
ing the generalized Riesz distribution R∆,λ1 and S2 following the generalized Riesz
distribution R∆,λ2 (both generalized Riesz distributions with the same natural pa-
rameter ∆), then S1+S2 follows the generalized Riesz distribution R∆,λ1+λ2 with re-
spect to the representation V of U as an AMG, with natural parameter ∆ ∈ PD0(U)
and shape parameter λ1 + λ2.
Proof. The multivariate Laplace transform for R∆,λi at the point T ∈ S(U) with
∆− T ∈ PD0(U) is given by∏(|∆B◦|λiB ∣∣B ∈ V/∼)∏(|(∆− T )B◦|λiB ∣∣B ∈ V/∼) , i = 1, 2.
The product of these two Laplace transforms is∏(|∆B◦|λ1B+λ2B ∣∣B ∈ V/∼)∏(|(∆− T )B◦|λ1B+λ2B ∣∣B ∈ V/∼) ,
the Laplace transform of R∆,λ1+λ2 at the point T ∈ S(U) with ∆ − T ∈ PD0(U).
Since
{
T ∈ S(U)∣∣∆− T ∈ PD0(U)} is open in S(U) the claim follows. 
12. The connection to the work by Letac and Massam (2007)
In this section we investigate the relation of our work to the work by Letac &
Massam (2007), abbreviated here as LM. Let U be a decomposable undirected graph
(DUG). In the paper by LM, titled Wishart distributions for decomposable graphs,
the authors define Wishart distributions of type I on the open convex cone QU ≡
P(U), connecting LM’s notation QU to our notation P(U). Now we recall, in fact
almost quote, LM’s definitions and results surrounding their Wishart distributions
of type I.
Let C, S, and ν(S) denote the set of cliques in U , the set of separators in U , and
the multiplicity of a separator S ∈ S, respectively1. As in LM we shall now assume
C > 1. The central idea, stated in equation (3.1) in LM and reproduced here in
LM’s notation, is the study of the integral
I(α, β,∆) :=
∫
P(U)
H(α, β,X) exp{− tr(∆X)} dµU (X),
with (α, β) ≡ ((αC |C ∈ C), (βS |S ∈ S)) ∈ RC ×RS , ∆ ∈ PU ≡ PD0(U), where we
have renamed y to ∆ and x to X, and where
H(α, β,X) :=
∏(|XC |αC ∣∣C ∈ C)∏(|XS |ν(S)βS ∣∣S ∈ S) , X ∈ P(U),
and
(20) dµU (X) := H
((− C+12 ∣∣C ∈ C), (− S+12 ∣∣S ∈ S), X) dX.
The set of all (α, β) ∈ RC×RS with I(α, β,∆) <∞ and I(α, β,∆)/H(α, β, p(∆−1))
= cI(α, β), ∆ ∈ PD0(U), (where the right-hand side does not depend on ∆) is
1See Lauritzen (1996, Chapter 2) for these concepts from graph theory.
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denoted by A in LM. Then LM define1 the Wishart distribution of type I with
parameters
(
(α, β),∆
) ∈ A×PD0(U) as
dWP(U),α,β,∆(X) :=
1
cI(α, β)H
(
α, β, p(∆−1)
) H(α, β,X) exp{− tr(∆X)} dµU (X),
The problem of characterizing A and calculating cI(α, β), (α, β) ∈ A is a main
consideration in LM. Nevertheless LM do not obtain a complete solution to this
problem.
If U does not contain the DUG • − • − • − • (denoted by A4 in LM) as an
induced subgraph, then the open convex cone P(U) is a homogeneous cone. In this
case LM’s family of Wishart distributions of type I is identical2 to the family of
general Wishart distributions on P(U) obtained by Andersson & Wojnar (2004a)
and Andersson & Wojnar (2004b) for any homogeneous cone, and hence for the
homogeneous cone P(U). LM’s main problem is thus already solved in this special
case. Nevertheless, LM presents a self-contained alternative version of the solution
in this special case, cf. Sections 2.2 and 3.3 in LM.
In the non-homogeneous case, that is, if U does contain A4 as an induced subgraph,
LM’s solution to the above problem is incomplete, as they also point out themselves.
In that case LM define subsets AP ⊆ A (see below), where each subset AP depends
on a perfect ordering P ≡ (C1, · · · , CC) of the cliques of U ; however, the mapping
P 7→ AP is not injective in general. Each of these subsets is a convex cone of
dimension C + 1. Clearly we have ⋃P AP ⊆ A. Since it is unknown whether
equality holds or not the set A is not characterized by LM3. Next LM consider the
family of Wishart distributions of type I parameterized by AP × PD0(U), for all
perfect orderings P as above. These families do in fact depend on the respective
perfect orderings, and each such family is closed under convolution. Replacing the
individual sets AP with
⋃
P AP LM obtain a family of Wishart distributions of
type I that does not depend on any perfect ordering of the cliques of U but fails to
be closed under convolution.
Let P ≡ (C1, · · · , CC) be a perfect ordering of the cliques of U as above and
let S2, S3, · · · , SC be the ordered listing of separators (with possible repetitions)
induced by P . Then LM define AP as the set of all (α, β) ≡
(
(αC |C ∈ C), (βS |S ∈
S)) ∈ RC ×RS such that
αC >
C−1
2 , C ∈ C,
αC1 + δ2 >
S2−1
2 ,(21) ∑(
αCq
∣∣ q ∈ JP (S))− ν(S)βS = 0, S ∈ S, S 6= S2,
where JP (S) =
{
j ∈ {1, · · · , C}∣∣Sj = S} and δ2 := ∑(αCq ∣∣ q ∈ JP (S2))−ν(S2)β2,
see Section 3.4 in LM. Furthermore LM obtain, for all (α, β) ∈ AP ,
cI(α, β) = ΓS2(α1 + δ2)
ΓC1(α1)
ΓS2(α1)
∏(ΓCq (αq)
ΓSq (αq)
∣∣∣∣ q = 2, · · · , C)
1LM also state the Wishart distribution of type I using the parameter Σ := p(∆−1) ∈ P(U).
This parameter is different from our expectation parameter (also denoted by Σ).
2Identity holds up to a trivial reparameterization.
3Nevertheless LM do establish equality in the case U = A4. Furthermore it is known that
equality does not hold in general for the homogeneous case.
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with
Γr(p) := pi
r (r−1)
4
∏(
Γ
(
p− j−12
)∣∣ j = 1, · · · , r) ,
p ∈ R+, r ∈ N := {1, 2, · · · }, p > r−12 .
We shall now establish LM’s family of Wishart distributions of type I param-
eterized by AP × PD0(U) to be a family of generalized Riesz distributions (see
Definition 8.1) with respect to one specific representation of U as an AMG. Since
P is a perfect ordering we have the histories Hj := C1∪C2∪ · · ·∪Cj , j = 1, · · · , C,
the separators Sj := Cj ∩Hj−1, j = 2, · · · , C, and the remainders Rj = Cj \Hj−1,
j = 2, · · · , C. Now we replace all undirected edges between vertices v ∈ Sj and
v′ ∈ Rj with arrows v → v′. We also replace all undirected edges between vertices
v ∈ S2 and v′ ∈ C1 \ S2 by the arrow v → v′. Using the definition of perfect
orderings this assignment is readily seen to be consistent and to result in an AMG
VP without triplexes and with C + 1 boxes S2, C1 \ S2, R2, · · · , RC , all of which are
complete. As a consequence VP is a representation of U as an AMG, see Definition
4.1. Furthermore we have 〈S2〉 = ∅, 〈C1 \ S2〉 = S2, and 〈Rj〉 = Sj , j = 2, · · · , C.
Abbreviating V := VP and replacing S with X our measure νV from equation (14)
is then
dνV(X)
:=
∏(
|X[B]•|−
[B]+〈B〉+1
2 |X〈B〉|−
[B]
2
∣∣∣B ∈ V/∼) dX
= |XS2 |−
S2+1
2 |X(C1\S2)•|−
C1\S2+S2+1
2 |XS2 |−
C1\S2
2 |XS2 |−
C1+1
2 |X(C1\S2)•|−
C1+1
2
×
∏(
|XRj•|−
Rj+Sj+1
2 |XSj |−
Rj
2
∣∣∣ j = 2, · · · , C) dX
= |XC1 |−
C1+1
2
∏((|XRj•| |XSj |)−Rj+Sj+12 |XSj |Sj+12 ∣∣∣∣ j = 2, · · · , C) dX
=
∏(|XCj |−Cj+12 ∣∣∣ j = 1, · · · , C)∏(|XSj |−Sj+12 ∣∣∣ j = 2, · · · , C) dX = dµU (X),
where µU is the measure defined by LM, see equation (20). Next let (α, β) ≡(
(αC |C ∈ C), (βS |S ∈ S)
) ∈ RC ×RS satisfy the conditions in (21). Then we have
H(α, β,X)(22)
=
∏(|XC |αC ∣∣C ∈ C)∏(|XS |ν(S)βS ∣∣S ∈ S) =
∏(|XCj |αCj ∣∣ j = 1, · · · , C)∏(|XSj |βSj ∣∣ j = 2, · · · , C)
= |XC1 |α1
∏(|XRj•|αCj ∣∣ j = 2, · · · , C)∏(|XSj |αCj−βSj ∣∣ j = 2, · · · , C)
= |XC1 |α1
∏(|XRj•|αCj ∣∣ j = 2, · · · , C)
×
∏(∏(|XS |αCj−βS ∣∣ j ∈ JP (S))∣∣∣S ∈ S)
= |XC1 |α1 |XS2 |δ2
∏(|XRj•|αCj ∣∣ j = 2, · · · , C)
×
∏(|XS |∑(αCj | j∈JP (S))−ν(S)βS ∣∣S ∈ S \ S2)
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× |XC1\S2•|α1 |XS2 |α1+δ2
∏(|XRj•|αCj ∣∣ j = 2, · · · , C) · 1
=
∏(|XB•|λB ∣∣B ∈ V/∼)
with
(23) λB =

α1 + δ2 for B = S2
αC1 for B = C1 \ S2
αCj for B = Rj , j = 2, · · · , C
.
Furthermore we have
[B] + 〈B〉 − 1
2
=

S2−1
2 for B = S2
C1−1
2 for B = C1 \ S2
Cj−1
2 for B = Rj , j = 2, · · · , C
.
Thus LM’s conditions in (21) are equivalent to our condition (17). This estab-
lishes the family of Wishart distributions WP(U),α,β,σ of type I,
(
(α, β), σ
) ∈ AP ×
P(U), to be the family of generalized Riesz distributions RΣ,λ, (Σ, λ) ∈ P(U) ×
×(] [B]+〈B〉−12 ,∞[∣∣∣B ∈ V/∼) with respect to VP . The one-to-one correspon-
dence between the two parameter sets is given by (23) and by Σ−λ = σ−1 (the
latter in LM’s notation). In particular, AP has dimension V/∼ = C+1. In general,
however, there are representations of U as an AMG that are not induced by any
perfect ordering of the cliques of U . As a consequence our notion of generalized
Riesz distributions is more general than LM’s notion of Wishart distributions of
type I.
Note that our generalized Riesz distributions satisfy E (RΣ,λ) = Σ while the ex-
pectation of LM’s Wishart distributions of type I is a non-trivial function of the
distribution’s parameters. From our point of view only the natural parameteriza-
tion or the expectation parameterization should be used.
Note also that LM’s functions H(α, β, ·) are parameterized by (α, β) in the (C+S)-
dimensional space RC+S , whereas the actual sets of interest AP are of dimension
C+1. By comparison our functions S 7→∏(|SB•|λB ∣∣B ∈ V/∼), paralleling the role
of LM’s functionsH(α, β, ·), are parameterized by λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼) in the (V/∼)-
dimensional space RV/∼, with the set of interest × (] [B]+〈B〉−12 ,∞[∣∣B ∈ V/∼)
having the same dimension.
From our point of view the following natural question arises: Does there exist an
intrinsic (canonical) choice of a representation of U as an AMG?—The construc-
tion of this AMG (appropriately denoted by VU ) should not depend on any kind of
arbitrary choice, as for example an arbitrary perfect ordering of the cliques of U as
in LM. The answer to our question is yes, and it will be given in the following two
sections.
13. An intrinsic representation of U
Let V = (V, F ) be an AMG whose box graphs are all DUGs. For all u, v ∈ V with
u 6= v we define
v ≺V u if {u} ∪ nbV(u) ⊂ {v} ∪ nbV(v).
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This yields a partial ordering ≺V of V induced by V in a natural way. Note
that ≺V is determined solely by the undirected part1 of V, the undirected graph
Vu := (V, F u) with F u := {(u, v) ∈ F ∣∣ (v, u) ∈ F}. Note furthermore that u ≺V v
implies u − v in V. The relation ≺V is empty if and only if Vu is a disjoint
union of complete undirected graphs. Finally, if Vu = (Vu)V1 ∪˙ (Vu)V2 for some
decomposition V = V1 ∪˙ V2, then ≺V = ≺VV1 ∪˙ ≺VV2 .
Based on this partial ordering we will now present the construction of an intrinsic
representation VU of a given DUG U with vertex set V as an AMG (see Definition
4.1), thus solving the problem posed in the previous section. The correctness proof
will be given in Section 14.
Algorithm 13.1. Set V0 := U and k := 0.
Step 1: If (Vk)u is a disjoint union of complete undirected graphs, then set
VU := Vk and stop. Otherwise continue.
Step 2: For all u, v ∈ V with v ≺Vk u replace the line v − u in Vk with the
arrow v → u. This yields a mixed graph V ′k.
Step 3: For all v, v′ ∈ V with v → v′ participating in a partially directed cycle
in V ′k convert the arrow v → v′ back to a line v − v′. This yields a mixed
graph Vk+1.
Step 4: Increase k by one and return to Step 1.
We note the following facts: If U is a disjoint union of complete undirected
graphs, then the above algorithm yields VU = U ; otherwise the relation ≺U is
non-empty and the algorithm will perform Steps 2–4 at least once. All graphs V ′k,
k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , and Vk+1, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , have the skeleton U . The mixed graphs
V ′k, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , resulting from Step 2 do not contain any triplexes. The mixed
graphs Vk+1, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , resulting from Step 3 are AMGs without triplexes,
and all their box graphs are DUGs. In particular, the condition that (Vk)u is a
disjoint union of complete undirected graphs (see Step 1) is equivalent to requiring
all boxes of Vk to be complete and hence Vk to be a representation of U as an AMG.
In Step 3, only arrows that have been created in the Step 2 of the same iteration can
participate in partially directed cycles; in particular, all arrows created in earlier
iterations remain unchanged. Finally, applying Algorithm 13.1 to an unconnected
DUG U is equivalent to applying it separately to all connection components of U .
Example 13.1. Let U be the n-vertex chain • − • − · · · − • with V = n ∈ N.
Then the intrinsic representation of U as an AMG found by Algorithm 13.1 is
• ← • · · · ← • − • → · · · • → • for even n and • ← • · · · ← • → · · · • → • for
odd n. The result is constructed in
⌊
n−1
2
⌋
iterations, where b.c denotes the integer
part. For all k = 0, 1, · · · , ⌊n−12 ⌋−1 we have V ′k = Vk+1, that is, none of the arrows
generated in Step 2 of any iteration are removed in Step 3.
As a second example consider the DUG U displayed below. Step 2 creates the
arrows b→ a, b→ c, b→ f , c→ a, and d→ e. In the resulting mixed graph V ′0 the
arrow b → c participates in a partially directed cycle. Hence it is converted back
to a line in Step 3, thus creating V1 = VU in one iteration.
1Of course one may define the undirected part for any mixed graph.
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U VU
a
b
c
d
e
f
a
b
c
d
e
f
14. Verification of the stepwise construction of VU
Lemma 14.1. Let U ≡ (V, F ) be a DUG, and suppose Algorithm 13.1 is applied
to U , thus creating the mixed graphs V ′k and Vk+1, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · . Then we have:
(i) The graphs Vk+1, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , resulting from Step 3 of each iteration are
AMGs without triplexes.
(ii) If (Vk)u is not a disjoint union of complete undirected graphs for some k ∈
{0, 1, 2, · · · } (that is, if Vk does not satisfy the termination condition in Step
1), then the number of arrows in Vk+1 is strictly greater than the number of
arrows in Vk.
Part (ii) of the above lemma states that each iteration of Algorithm 13.1 produces
new arrows. In particular, the number of iterations before termination is trivially
bounded by the number of edges in U .
Proof of Lemma 14.1. (i). Assume u → v to be an arrow participating in a par-
tially directed cycle u → v = v1 ···· · · · ···· vn = u in Vk+1, where vi ···· vi+1,
i = 1, . . . , n−1, denotes a line vi − vi+1 or an arrow vi → vi+1. Then u→ v is also
contained in V ′k, and since it is not removed in the transition from V ′k to Vk+1 it does
not participate in a partially directed cycle in V ′k. Hence there is i0 ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}
such that vi0 ← vi0+1 in V ′k and vi0 − vi0+1 in Vk+1. As a consequence, vi0 − vi0+1
participates in a partially directed cycle vi0 → vi0+1 = w1 ···· · · · ···· wn = vi0 in
V ′k. In particular, V ′k contains the cycle u → v = v1 ···· · · · ···· vi0−1 ···· w1 ···· · · · ····
wn ···· vi0+1 ···· · · · ···· vn = u. If necessary we may iterate this argument and thus
conclude u → v to participate in a partially directed cycle in V ′k. Hence we have
u − v in Vk+1, contradicting our assumption. Now the claim follows by induction
by the number of iterations of Algorithm 13.1.
(ii). Without loss of generality we may restrict our considerations to an incom-
plete box B in the AMG Vk and its box graph B. There exists a replacement of all
lines in B by arrows such that the resulting directed graph D is acyclic and moral.
Let vm be a maximal vertex in D, that is, vm 6→ v, v ∈ V , in D. Since D is moral
the subgraph of B induced by {vm} ∪˙ paD(vm) = {vm} ∪˙ nbB(vm) is complete.
Hence we have {v} ∪˙ nbB(v) ⊇ {vm} ∪˙ nbB(vm) for all v ∈ nbB(vm). Since B is
incomplete and connected there are u /∈ {vm} ∪˙ nbB(vm) and v0 ∈ nbB(vm) with
u − v0. In particular we have {v0} ∪˙ nbB(v0) ⊃ {vm} ∪˙ nbB(vm), which implies V ′k
to contain v0 → vm. We will now establish that this arrow will not be removed
in the transition from V ′k to Vk+1. To this end we assume v0 → vm to participate
in a partially directed cycle v0 → vm = v1 ···· · · · ···· vn = v0 in V ′k. Then we have
v2 ∈ nbB(vm). This entails {v2} ∪˙ nbB(v2) = {vm} ∪˙ nbB(vm) and hence vm − v2 in
V ′k. We also have {v0} ∪˙ nbB(v0) ⊃ {vm} ∪˙ nbB(vm). Induction by the circle length
n yields {vn−1}∪˙nbB(vn−1) = {vm}∪˙nbB(vm) ⊂ {v0}∪˙nbB(v0). As a consequence
we have vn−1 ← v0 in V ′k, contradicting our assumption. 
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15. The class of generalized Wishart distributions on P(U)
associated with an undirected decomposable graph
Now we return to the setting from Sections 8–11.
Definition 15.1. Let VU be the intrinsic representation of the DUG U as an AMG
obtained from Algorithm 13.1. Then the Riesz distribution R∆,λ on P(U) with
respect to VU , with shape parameter λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼) and natural parameter ∆
is called the generalized Wishart distribution W∆,λ on P(U) with shape parameter
λ and natural parameter ∆.
Likewise, the generalized Riesz distribution RΣ,λ on P(U) with respect to VU ,
with shape parameter λ ≡ (λB |B ∈ V/∼) and expectation parameter Σ is called
the generalized Wishart distribution WΣ,λ on P(U) with shape parameter λ and
expectation parameter Σ.
The generalized Wishart model (with fixed shape parameter λ) in its expectation
parameterization is then
(
WΣ,λ ∈ P(P(U))
∣∣Σ ∈ P(U)).
Remark 15.1. Due to VU1∪˙U2 = VU1 ∪˙ VU2 Proposition 11.2 remains true when
the name Riesz is replaced by the name Wishart. Similarly, the convolution prop-
erty stated in Proposition 11.3 also holds for generalized Wishart distributions in
the sense of Definition 15.1. By contrast, decomposition and marginalization of
generalized Wishart distributions do not yield generalized Wishart distributions in
general. In this sense, Propositions 10.2 and 11.1 do not carry over to generalized
Wishart distributions.
16. The connection to the work by Andersson and Wojnar (2004a,b),
Wishart distributions on homogeneous cones.
Now we briefly discuss the present work’s relation to the work by Andersson &
Wojnar (2004a) and Andersson & Wojnar (2004b), abbreviated as AWa and AWb
in the following. Despite its generality the work in AWa,b overlaps with the present
work in a non-trivial manner. Given a homogeneous cone C AWa,b define the class
of Wishart distributions on C parameterized by its expectation Σ ∈ C and its shape
parameter λ, where λ is a finite family of positive scalars as in the present work.
In fact, AWa,b indirectly also find Riesz distributions related to the cone C. A
self-contained special and easier case of AWa,b can be found in Andersson, Letac
& Massam (2008). This special case contains the overlap between the present work
and AWa,b lined out and gives further details.
Lemma 16.1. Let U ≡ (V, F ) be a DUG. Then the following two conditions are
equivalent:
(i) The graph U does not contain the four chain • − • − • − • as an induced
subgraph.
(ii) For all u, v ∈ V with u − v in U one of the following three relations holds:
(a) {u} ∪˙ nb(u) = {v} ∪˙ nb(v),
(b) {u} ∪˙ nb(u) ⊂ {v} ∪˙ nb(v), and
(c) {u} ∪˙ nb(u) ⊃ {v} ∪˙ nb(v).
Proof. If U does contain a four chain induced subgraph, then the two central vertices
of the four chain do not satisfy (ii). This proves (ii) ⇒ (i). Conversely assume (i)
and assume u − v not to satisfy (ii). Then there exists x ∈ {u} ∪˙ nb(u) with
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x /∈ {v} ∪˙ nb(v) and y ∈ {v} ∪˙ nb(v) with y /∈ {u} ∪˙ nb(u). Clearly x, y, u, v
are pairwise distinct. If x and y are not connected, then (i) is violated; otherwise
we have a four circle x − u − v − y − x without diagonals, contradicting the
decomposability of U . 
A DUG is called transitive if it satisfies the equivalent conditions in Lemma 16.1.
This definition is consistent with Letac & Massam’s (2007) terminology. The term
transitive is justified since P(U) is a homogeneous convex cone when U is transitive,
cf. Letac & Massam (2007, Section 2.2) or Andersson & Wojnar (2004a, Example
6.4).
Corollary 16.1. Let U be a transitive and incomplete DUG. Then Algorithm 13.1
applied to U terminates after one iteration, with V ′0 = V1 = VU . In this case
the graph of boxes VU/∼ is a transitive ADG and VU does not contain the graph
• − • → • as an induced subgraph.
Proof. Due to the transitivity (characterized by conditions (a), (b), (c) in Lemma
16.1 (ii)) and the incompleteness of U the mixed graph V ′0 constructed in Step 2 of
the first iteration of Algorithm 13.1 contains neither • − • − • nor • − • → • nor
• → • → • as induced subgraphs. Furthermore, V ′0 does not contain any partially
directed cycles. Hence V ′0 is an AMG without triplexes and with complete boxes.
This proves the claim. 
Now suppose U to be a transitive DUG and thus P(U) to be a homogeneous cone,
cf. Example 6.4 in AWa. Then the class of Wishart distributions on P(U) defined
in AWa,b coincides with our class of generalized Wishart distributions on P(U);
moreover, both families are parameterized in the same way by expectation and
shape parameters.
If U is non-transitive, then our Definition 15.1 of generalized Wishart distribu-
tions is a proper extension of the theory in AWa,b to the case of the convex non-
homogeneous cone P(U). The simplest non-transitive DUG a − b − c − d is thus
of special interest.
Example 16.1. In this example we will investigate the different Riesz and Wishart
distributions associated with the decomposable undirected graph a − b − c − d
(the four-vertex chain), denoted by U . Note first
P(U) =
Σ ≡
 σaa σab 0 0σba σbb σbc 0
0 σcb σcc σcd
0 0 σdc σdd
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ( σaa σabσba σbb ) > 0, ( σbb σbcσcb σcc ) > 0, ( σcc σcdσdc σdd ) > 0
 .
The seven different representations are (i): a → b → c → d, (ii): a ← b ← c ← d,
(iii): a ← b → c → d, (iv): a ← b ← c → d, (v): a − b → c → d, (vi):
a ← b ← c − d, and the intrinsic representation (vii): a ← b − c → d, each
generating its own class of Riesz distributions on P(U). With
S ≡

saa sab 0 0
sba sbb sbc 0
0 scb scc scd
0 0 sdc sdd
 ∈ P(U), S{ab} := (saa sabsba sbb
)
,
and similar definitions for S{bc}, S{cd}, and Σ we obtain
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(i): dRΣ,λ(S) =
pi−
3
2 λλaa λ
λb
b λ
λc
c λ
λd
d s
λa− 32
aa s
λb− 32
b• s
− 12
bb s
λc− 32
c• s
− 12
cc s
λd− 32
d•
Γ(λa) Γ(λb − 12 ) Γ(λc − 12 ) Γ(λd − 12 )σλaaa σλbb• σλcc• σλdd•
exp{− tr(Σ−λS)} dS,
where λa > 0, λb > 12 , λc >
1
2 , λd >
1
2 , λ ≡ (λa, λb, λc, λd) ∈ R4+, sb• :=
sbb−sbas−1aa sab, sc• := scc−scbs−1bb sbc, sd• := sdd−sdcs−1cc scd, and similar definitions
for σb•, σc•, and σd•.
(iii): dRΣ,λ(S) =
pi−
3
2 λλaa λ
λb
b λ
λc
c λ
λd
d s
λa− 32
a• sλb−2bb s
λc− 32
c• s
− 12
cc s
λd− 32
d•
Γ(λa − 12 ) Γ(λb) Γ(λc − 12 )Γ(λd − 12 )σλaa• σλbbb σλcc• σλdd•
exp{− tr(Σ−λS)} dS,
where λa > 12 , λb > 0, λc >
1
2 , λd >
1
2 , λ ≡ (λa, λb, λc, λd) ∈ R4+, sa• :=
saa−sabs−1bb sba, sc• := scc−scbs−1bb sbc, sd• := sdd−sdcs−1cc scd, and similar definitions
for σa•, σc•, and σd•.
(v): dRΣ,λ(S) =
pi−
3
2 λ
2λ{ab}
{ab} λ
λc
c λ
λd
d |S{ab}|λ{ab}−
3
2 s
− 12
bb s
λc− 32
c• s
− 12
cc s
λd− 32
d•
Γ(λ{ab}) Γ(λ{ab}− 12 ) Γ(λc− 12 ) Γ(λd− 12 ) |Σ{ab}|λ{ab} σλcc• σλdd•
exp{− tr(Σ−λS)}dS,
where λ{ab} > 12 , λc >
1
2 , λd >
1
2 , λ ≡ (λ{ab}, λb, λc) ∈ R3+, sc• := scc − scbs−1bb sbc,
sd• := sdd − sdcs−1cc scd, and similar definitions for σc• and σd•.
The cases (ii), (iv), and (vi) are analogous to (i), (iii), and (v), respectively, with
a, b, c, and d replaced by d, c, b, and a, respectively.
(vii): dRΣ,λ(S) ≡ dWΣ,λ(S) =
pi−
3
2 λλaa λ
2λ{bc}
{bc} λ
λd
d s
λa− 32
a• s
− 12
bb |S{bc}|λ{bc}−
3
2 s
− 12
cc s
λd− 32
d•
Γ(λa − 12 )Γ(λ{bc})Γ(λ{bc} − 12 )Γ(λd − 12 )σλaa• |Σ{bc}|λ{bc}σλdd•
exp{− tr(Σ−λS)} dS,
where λa > 12 , λ{bc} >
1
2 , λd >
1
2 , λ ≡ (λa, λ{bc}, λc) ∈ R3+, sa• := saa − sabs−1bb sba,
sd• := sdd − sdcs−1cc scd, and similar definitions for σa• and σd•.
As indicated above case (vii) is the Wishart distribution on P(U) with shape
parameter λ ≡ (λa, λ{bc}, λd) ∈
]
1
2 ,∞
[3 and expectation Σ ∈ P(U).
17. Further Research.
As is the case for the general Wishart distributions on homogeneous cones from
Andersson & Wojnar (2004b, Section 7), our results open new interesting areas in
multivariate analysis for further investigation, in particular likelihood inference in
generalized Riesz/Wishart models.
For instance, consider a given representation V of U as an AMG and let Sk,
k ∈ K, be independent observables from P(U) with Sk following the generalized
Riesz distribution R∆k,λk , ∆k ∈ PD0(U), k ∈ K. The testing problem ∆k = ∆,
k ∈ K (that is, all ∆k, k ∈ K, are identical) can be solved completely, see Crawford
(2008). The solution constitutes a generalization of the classical Bartlett test.
The concept of singular classical Wishart distributions is readily extended to gen-
eralized Riesz/Wishart distributions on P(U) and open for further investigation.
26 S.A. ANDERSSON AND T. KLEIN
Replacing the cone P(U) with the dual cone PD0(U) (of positive definite matrices)
one can develop definitions of generalized Riesz/Wishart distributions similar to
those of the present paper, see Andersson & Klein (2008). These distributions are
related to LM’s Wishart distributions of type II ; more precisely, their distributions
are special cases of generalized Riesz distributions on PD0(U) but use a different
parameterization. Expectations of these new distributions are not easily expressed
in terms of the distributions’ parameters. Moreover, these families of distributions
are, in general, not closed under convolution (cf. Proposition 11.3). This lack
of closure under convolution is found even in the special case of LM’s Wishart
distributions of type II, despite LM’s claim “We have parallel results for the type
II Wishart” (LM, top of p. 1311, referring to the closure property of families of
Wishart distributions of type I, stated in the first equation on p. 1310).
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